ELECTIONS TO BE CONDUCTED FOR SENIOR WEEK
Class of 1926 To Choose Nine Marshalls and 25 Committee Members
GIVE RESULTS TOMORROW
Preferential and Hose-Sponsored Systems Will Be Used

It will be open in the Main Lobby today until 6:30 o'clock for the purpose of voting for Senior Week elections for the selections of "The Secret Members," and 25 members of "The Secret Committee." There will be two preferential plans, one for the selection of the Secret Members and one for the Secret Committee.

In the secret election for the Secret Members, the system will be a preferential one. The system of voting will be the same as in the last secret election. In the secret election for the Secret Committee, the system will be one in which a single choice is to be made, and the secret committee will select 25 members from the senior class.

COUNTING OF VOTES WILL BE ANNOUNCED TODAY

Results of the elections will be announced temporarily at 3 o'clock today, and finally tomorrow afternoon, by members of the Executive Committee of the Secret Committee.

Student Papers Are to Feature A.I.E.E. Meeting

Tickets and admission for the Technical and Dartmouth Concerts will be sold tomorrow at 2 o'clock. Tickets at 25 cents per person will be purchased from the students and from the members of the Secret Committee.

TECHNICAL EXTENDS DRIVE FOR SIGNS

The Technical Extension drive for signs is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon, Thursday, March 2, at 8 o'clock.

To Elect Senior Marshalls Today

Three of the following nine names were selected as senior marshalls in the Sr. Class of 1926 and will be the senior marshalls for the Sr. Class today:


The senior marshalls will carry the senior marshall's flag in the parade and be members of the faculty. The senior marshalls are: M. R. M. Levy, W. R. W. Peabody, and H. J. H. M. H. Herrick.

To Hold Next Volume of T.E.N. Will Be Headed by True

Management Board of Volume VI For Coming Season

G. B. DARLING is EDITOR

Edward D. True '27 was elected to succeed David Marsden '25 as editor of the T.E.N. magazine for the coming season. This magazine, which has been in existence for seven years, is a student publication of the Institute of Electrical and Radio Engineers, and is published semi-annually.

DEBATERS DEFEAT TEAM FROM TUFTS

Show That United States Should Not Enter League

Speaking for the affirmative, the debate was presented by Kenneth M. T. Dunlop '27, Franklin H. Russell '26, and Charles B. Tutor '26. The speakers were opposed by W. W. K. Thawny '27, Kenneth M. T. Dunlop '27, and H. T. B. Thawny '27. The debate was held in the Student Union and was attended by a large audience.

Quantity of votes will be announced today.

Music Clubs Combine Concert at Salem

Technology and Dartmouth to Give Combined Concert
At Somersett

Last evening the Combined Musical Clubs of the two institutions were held on the new stage in the Student Union, where a concert of music was given. The concert was arranged by the students of both institutions and was conducted by Mr. W. H. W. Perry '28.

Students With Selected music for the concert included the following:

Dr. Arthur M. Klein '18, G. H. B. W. B. Thawny '27, and H. T. B. Thawny '27. The concert was held in the Student Union and was attended by a large audience.

SENIORS ADDRESSED ABOUT EMPLOYMENT

Professor D. C. Jackson Talks To Men in Course VI

Employment after graduation was discussed in a meeting held last Friday, March 1, with Professor D. C. Jackson, given to the Course VI students. Professor Jackson gave a very interesting talk on the subject of employment after graduation. He discussed the various opportunities that are open to the students of the College, and gave some advice on how to make the best use of their time while in college.

Edward D. True '27

Student Papers Are to Feature A.I.E.E. Meeting

Papers To Be Selected Soon For Presentation At Convention

Studens will have the opportunity to present their research papers to the A.I.E.E. Convention, which will be held at the Institute of Electrical and Radio Engineers, this year.

The students will have the opportunity to present their research papers to the A.I.E.E. Convention, which will be held at the Institute of Electrical and Radio Engineers, this year.

At the morning session of the convention a number of students are expected to present papers. Several prizes for the best written papers by students in college will be awarded by the Institute. All students, graduate or un
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